The pulmonary nodule: clinical and radiological characteristics affecting a diagnosis of malignancy.
The role of computed tomography (CT) in the diagnosis of the solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) is constantly expanding. CT helps to detect a growing number of increasingly small lesions, but, as with chest radiography, the primary goal in the evaluation of small pulmonary nodules is to exclude malignancy. Despite the availability of numerous, variously invasive, diagnostic tests, diagnostic accuracy tends to decline as the size of the nodule decreases. The role of the radiologist is therefore to help the clinician determine the most appropriate management strategy by using all available modalities [CT, magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, positron emission tomography (PET)] and evaluating the patient's clinical history and the imaging features leading to a diagnosis of benignity or malignancy. Imaging features include nodule size, margins, calcifications and fatty component, internal features (cavitations, pseudocavitations, air bronchogram, halo sign), as well as advanced techniques for characterisation (growth rate, contrast enhancement) and management (computer-aided diagnosis, Bayesian analysis, neural networks). The aim of this paper is to summarise the approach to pulmonary nodules from the point of view of the radiologist, oncologist and thoracic surgeon.